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Abstract—We study convergence of iterated belief revision in
complex fusion environments, which may consist of a network of
soft (i.e., human or human-based) and hard (i.e., conventional
physics-based) sensors and where agent communications may be
asynchronous and the link structure may be dynamic. In particular, we study the problem in which network agents exchange
and revise belief functions (which generalize probability mass
functions) and are more geared towards handling the uncertainty
pervasive in soft/hard fusion environments. We focus on belief
revision in which agents utilize a generalized fusion rule that is
capable of generating a rational consensus. It includes the widely
used weighted average consensus as a special case. By establishing
this fusion scheme as a pool of paracontracting operators, we derive
general convergence criteria that are relevant for a wide range
of applications. Furthermore, we analyze the conditions for consensus for various social networks by simulating several network
topologies and communication patterns that are characteristic of
such networks.
Index Terms—Belief revision, conditional update equation, consensus, convergence of opinions, soft/hard fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

U

NDERSTANDING the collective behavior of a group of
adaptive agents (i.e., sensors, fusion nodes, people, etc.),
where such behavior is solely governed by the local interactions, is a topic of overlapping interest for many researchers in
engineering, mathematics, and the physical and social sciences
[1]–[19]. To quote [3], which succinctly captures the essence
of such collective behavior of a flock of geese flying in tight
formation,
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collectively they [geese] form the image of a giant
delta-shaped bird that moves as purposively as if it were a
single organism. Yet the flock has no ‘group mind’ nor is
there a ‘leader bird’ choreographing the formation. Rather
each bird reacts to its immediate neighbors who in turn
react to it.
In reaching a consensus, which can also be viewed as a
special case of collective group behavior, a group of “rational”
agents iteratively interact (or communicate) with their neighbors and update their beliefs (or precisely, the agent state)
toward collectively estimating some phenomenon of interest
without any global coordination. Key questions of concern in
consensus analysis include, the type(s) of interactions that will
eventually lead to a consensus, convergence of a given class of
interactions, rate of convergence, etc.
Motivation: Sensing methods are increasingly moving toward distributed architectures where large numbers of heterogeneous sources are used for information acquisition. These
sources can include a mix of both soft (i.e., human or humanbased) and hard (i.e., conventional physics-based) sensors that
are embedded in (often) unstructured environments.1 For instance, participatory sensing exploits the wide-array of sensors
in consumer mobile devices for gathering local knowledge [20].
Consensus analysis then can be viewed as the study of the convergence behavior of an iterated belief revision process that is
embedded in a complex fusion network.2 With the emergence
of social networks as a dominant force in modern society, understanding the mathematical underpinnings that may lead to
a consensus (e.g., of opinions) in such complex fusion environments is crucial from the perspectives of signal processing, economics, sociology, political science, and many other fields of
study.
Challenges: Convergence analysis in complex fusion networks is a challenging task mainly due to the unstructured
environment, and the difficulties associated with modeling the
(often uncertain) agent state. Most consensus studies are undertaken in binary or multi-alternative decision spaces, where
the agent state is modeled via real-valued vectors [4]–[18].
Such modeling cannot adequately well capture the types of
uncertainties and the nuances that are characteristic of agent
states in complex fusion environments. Imprecise probabilistic
1We use the term unstructured network/environment to refer to ad-hoc/dynamic network topologies with possibly asynchronous communication (e.g., delays) between agents.
2We use the term complex fusion network/environment to refer to a collection
of soft/hard sensors which employ possibly nonlinear fusion operations that are
embedded in an unstructured network.
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formalisms, such as Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory [21], are
better suited for handling these data uncertainties (see Table II),
but convergence properties of such formalisms in unstructured
environments have yet to be explored.
Contributions: In this paper, we explore the convergence
of iterated belief revision of a certain DS theoretic (DST)
fusion operator [22]–[26] functioning within a complex fusion
network. As far as the authors are aware, our work constitutes the first instance where convergence of DST data fusion
schemes is studied in complex fusion networks. By exploiting
the convergence notions of asynchronous iterations of paracontracting operators [27], we devise belief revision strategies
that can generate what we refer to as a rational consensus (see
Claim 8). This rational consensus guarantees a more meaningful consensus state that, for example, is consistent with a
reliable estimate of the ground truth. We are not aware of other
consensus protocols (e.g., the weighted average) having the
ability to provide such a rational consensus. In this sense too,
this current work is novel.
Relevance: The DS framework is better suited for modeling
multiple types of data uncertainties that are characteristic of
soft/hard fusion environments (see Table II). It also bears a close
relationship to the probabilistic framework: (a) the inner and
outer measures of a non-measurable event turn out to be closely
related to the DS theoretic (DST) notions of belief and plausibility, respectively [28], [29]; and (b) when positive support
is only assigned to singleton propositions (see Section II-B),
the belief and plausibility functions become identical to yield
probability mass functions (p.m.f.s). Therefore, belief/plausibility functions can be viewed as generalizations of p.m.f.s, or
conversely, p.m.f.s can be considered as a limiting case of belief/plausibility functions. Hence, by deriving convergence criteria for a generalized DST fusion operator to generate a rational
consensus in an asynchronous and dynamic sensor network,
we essentially provide a mechanism to explore both DST and
probabilistic data fusion strategies in one formalism (e.g., probabilistic weighted average consensus where agents exchange
p.m.f. estimates). Therefore, especially for researchers who are
primarily working in probabilistic frameworks, the attraction of
this DST approach is immediately apparent: (a) it allows for a
smoother transition to probabilistic notions which after all are
quite effective and hence well entrenched in work related to
sensor fusion; and (b) while engendering the use of belief functions that generalize p.m.f.s, it provides a more intuitive means
to capture uncertainty by allowing support to be allocated to
propositions that do not consist solely of singletons.
Our work has tremendous relevance to problems in distributed data fusion and opinion dynamics in social networks.
Given the greater ability of belief functions to handle uncertainty and ambiguous evidence, they provide a better model for
an agent’s opinion about a topic or situation, or a fusion node’s
assessment of a situation. By acting as a proxy of a local group
of agents, a consensus state may also enable data fusion to be
carried out with a significantly lower computational burden.
Furthermore, as the work in [30] demonstrates, a rational
consensus can be utilized to estimate agent credibility, when
the ground truth is known only partially or even unknown.
Relation to Prior Work: Much of the previous work in consensus has focused on applications in distributed control, esti-
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mation, or fusion [4]–[8], [10]–[12], [14], [16]–[18]. In control
problems, the agents communicate among each other over a network to achieve a consensus for a control objective. In estimation problems, the agents collectively attempt to estimate an underlying vector or statistic (e.g., mean) of a signal, often within
the framework of statistical signal processing (e.g., Kalman filtering). In fusion, the agents collectively pool their evidence to
arrive at a consensus decision. In these works, the agents update
their states (usually in a distributed manner) using a linear (e.g.,
weighted average) or nonlinear interaction model; the interactions network may have communication impairments; some papers also take into account noisy observations (i.e., incoming
evidence). But most (if not all) of these previous works deal
with an agent state that is modeled as a real-valued vector, i.e.,
the consensus state is a real-valued vector. In our work, the
agent state is a DST body of evidence (BoE) (which subsumes a
p.m.f.). In contrast to other models that are perhaps better suited
for control and estimation purposes, a DST agent state model is
ideally suited for capturing the data imperfections and nuances
associated with soft data (e.g., witness statements, domain expert opinions, etc.). However, the interaction protocols that we
can use are severely restricted because each entry in the agent
state must be non-negative and all entries must sum to one, a
constraint that is absent in previous works. With this restricted
set of interaction protocols, achieving consensus is necessarily
more challenging in our work: the protocol not only has to generate a converging agent state but it also must ensure that the
agent state being generated at each iteration remains a DST BoE
(or a p.m.f. as the case may be).
Moreover, the rational consensus notion that our protocol
achieves is different than what appears in existing literature, where a rational consensus typically means a weighted
average [1]. As we claim later, this latter notion is not adequate
for working in complex fusion environments. In contrast, our
notion of a rational consensus is more meaningful in that the
consensus we achieve has a very clear relationship with the
ground truth, an aspect that is absent in the previous works.
The work in [27] on nonlinear asynchronous paracontracting operators provides the mathematical framework for
convergence analysis of asynchronous iterations involving both
finite and infinite pools of nonlinear operators. Fang, et al. [31]
exploit this work to develop asynchronous consensus protocols
for finite pools of convex combination operators [32]. While
we take inspiration from the work in [31] to view consensus
protocols as asynchronous iterations, our work differs from [31]
due to several reasons. We use the theoretical underpinnings of
[27] to analyze the convergence of certain DST data fusion operators defined via conditional belief functions of agent states.
Due to the fact that DST belief functions are defined as Möbius
transformations on DST mass assignments (see Section II-B),
identifying whether such fusion schemes map their inputs to
the relative interior of the convex hull of inputs (which would
allow for direct application of [31]) is extremely difficult.
Furthermore, we also use convergence results on infinite pools
in [27] to derive conditions under which a consensus protocol
consisting of infinite number of fusion operators converge.
Our previous work in [26] provide only a summary of the
convergence results (without proofs) of a finite pool of DST
fusion operators.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATION

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a
review of essential notions; Section III describes DST modeling of belief revision; Section IV provides a perspective
where consensus is viewed as a fixed-point of multiple-point
operators; Section V presents the convergence analysis of
belief revision, and provides conditions under which agents
embedded in several popular network topologies converge to a
consensus; Section VI provides several experimental studies;
finally, Section VII provides concluding remarks. The proofs
are relegated to the Appendix for clarity of the presentation.
Table I summarizes the notation being employed.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Graph Theory Notions for Modeling Agent Interactions
Definition 1 (Basic Notions): [10], [33] A graph
consists of a vertex set
, an edge set
, and a relation that associates each edge with two vertices.
A directed graph or digraph is a graph where
is a set of
ordered pairs of vertices. An ordered pair
, or
,
denotes a directional edge from
to
. For
,
and are the predecessor of and successor of , respectively.
A vertex
is a root of , if
.A
rooted graph has at least one root.
Definition 2 (Graph Composition): [10] Consider arbitrary
graphs
, where
for
,
2, where is the set of all graphs with vertex set
. Then, the
composition
is the graph s.t. the edge set contains
edges
, if
and
.
A finite sequence of directed graphs
is jointly rooted, if
is a rooted
graph. An infinite sequence of graphs
is a repeatedly jointly rooted, if
for which each finite sequence
is jointly rooted.
B. DST Framework for Modeling Agent States
1) Basic Notions: In DS theory, the total set of mutually
exclusive and exhaustive propositions of interest (i.e., sample
space) is referred to as the frame of discernment (FoD)
[21]. A singleton proposition
represents

the lowest level of discernible information. Elements in
form
all the propositions of interest. We use
to denote all singletons in that are not in ; denotes
.
Definition 3: Consider the FoD and
. The mapping
is a basic probability assignment (BPA)
or mass assignment if
with
. The
and
belief and plausibility of are
, respectively. A proposition
that
possesses non-zero mass is a focal element. The set of focal
elements is the core ; the triplet
is the
corresponding body of evidence (BoE). The set of all BoEs
defined on is denoted by
.
DST supports modeling of ignorance by allowing partial
probability specifications via direct assignment of non-zero
mass to composite (in contrast to singletons) propositions.
While
measures the support that is directly assigned
to
only, the belief
represents the total support
that can move into without any ambiguity;
represents
the extent to which one finds
plausible. These DST belief
and plausibility measures are closely related to the inner and
outer measures of a non-measurable event
w.r.t. p.m.f.s
defined on . Furthermore, when focal elements are constituted
of singletons only, the mass, belief and plausibility all reduce
to a p.m.f..
2) Conditional Notions: The Fagin-Halpern conditionals extend the notions of inner and outer measures of non-measurable
events to conditioning.
Theorem 1 (Fagin-Halpern (FH) Conditionals): [29] For any
and a conditioning event
s.t.
,
conditional belief
and conditional
plausibility
are given by
and
, respectively.
A proposition with positive mass after conditioning is referred to as a conditional focal element. The collection of conditional focal elements that are generated with respect to the
conditioning event is referred to as the conditional core and
denoted by
. Thus,
and
is the corresponding conditional BPA related to
via the Möbius transformation [21]
(1)
An important recent result that can be used to directly identify
the FH conditional focal elements is
Theorem 2 (Conditional Core Theorem (CCT)): [25] Given
in the BoE
,
iff
can be expressed as
, for some
and
. Here,
and
, where
.
The work presented in this paper employs FH conditional notions for belief revision. For a comprehensive discussion on the
CCT, we refer the interested reader to [25]. The following example [34] illustrates the application of the CCT.
Example 1: [34] Consider the BoE,
with
,
and
, for
(in the same
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order given in

). Then, for
,
;
; and
.
So, according to the CCT, the conditional focal elements (w.r.t.
) are
, because these
are the only propositions that can be expressed as
, where
and
.
C. Paracontracting Operators for Establishing Convergence
Let
be the domain of interest (e.g., all probabilistic
assignments on the sample space ). A vector
is referred
to as a fixed point of an operator
, if
, where
. Further, the set of all fixed points
of operator is denoted by
. A vector
is a common fixed point if is a fixed point of
each operator
, i.e.,
. Let
be
a set of indices and
a fixed number. Henceforth, we deal
with the pool of operators
, where is closed. Let
and
be arbitrary vectors on
.
Also, let
and
be a vector norm defined on .
Definition 4 (Paracontracting Operators). [27]:
(i) The pool
is contractive on , if
, for
some
.
(ii) An operator
is paracontracting on
if
and any
, unless
.
(iii) Let
be continuous on
for all
. Then, the
pool is said to be paracontracting on , if
for any
, unless
.
Definition 5: [27] An infinite pool of operators
is said to approximate
the pool , if there exists
, s.t.
, for
which
, uniformly for
all
.
We view consensus in terms of notions of paracontracting
operators by establishing fusion operators as paracontractions,
and taking their fixed points as consensus states. Asynchronous
iterations are used for modeling iterative belief revision.
Definition 6 (Asynchronous Iteration): [27] Let
be a set of initial conditions, where
. Let denote the sequence of
-tuples of the form
, where
s.t.
for all
, where
.
Then, for sequences
and , the
sequence
is
referred to as an asynchronous iteration and is denoted by
.
Definition 7: [27] Let
be an asynchronous iteration. Then,
(i) is admissible, if
, for
;
(ii) is regulated, if
exists;
(iii) is admissible, if
;
(iv) is an index-regulated sequence if, for all
,
, s.t.
;

(v)

is regulated if
.

s.t.

Remark: Clearly, has to be finite for to be regulated.
Operator coupling for convergence analysis can be studied by
associating a directed graph with asynchronous iterations [27]:
every iteration including initial conditions are assigned a vertex;
a pair
is an edge of the graph iff the -th iteration is used
for the -th iteration.
Definition 8 (Confluent Iteration): [27] Let
be
an asynchronous iteration. Then the graph of
is
the directed graph
, where the vertex set is given
by
and the edge set is given by
iff
s.t.
.
Then,
is called confluent if there are numbers
and a sequence
s.t. the following are true: (i) for every vertex
,
in ; (ii)
; (iii) is regulated; and (iv) for
every
, there is a
, so that for all
, there is a
vertex
, which is a successor of and a predecessor of
, for which
.
A confluent iteration establishes the necessary conditions for
adequate coupling among agents in order to be able to reach
a consensus (see Section III-D). The main convergence result
in [27] on the convergence of confluent asynchronous iterations
is stated in [31] as follows:
Theorem 3: [27], [31] Let be a finite paracontracting pool
on and assume that has common fixed points. Then, any
confluent asynchronous iteration
converges to
some fixed point
.
Theorem 4: [27] Let be a finite contractive pool on w.r.t.
some norm
. Assume has a common fixed point
,
and that the pool (which is possibly infinite) approximates .
Then, the asynchronous iteration
is well-defined
and converges to
for initial conditions
,
where

Here,

, with
,

where

.

III. CONSENSUS IN A COMPLEX FUSION ENVIRONMENT
The collective behavior of a multi-agent system is usually
characterized by individual agents having access to mostly imperfect (i.e., incomplete, uncertain, etc.) and decentralized information, absence of global control, communication impairments,
etc [3]. Let us now present a DST modeling approach for a unified analysis of convergence phenomena as applicable to a wide
array of complex fusion environments.
A. Problem Statement
. Let
denote the
Consider the FoD
domain of all probabilistic (including partial) assignments on
. Now, consider a multi-agent system
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Fig. 1. Discrete event-based time refers to event-based time, not necessarily
to an absolute time reference. In a situation where agents
update their states at ‘absolute’ time , a discrete event-based time sequence
can still be extracted s.t.
updates its state at time
s.t.
.
only agent

consisting of a fixed number of
adaptive agents interacting toward collectively estimating some phenomenon ,
of alternatives. The
whose “truth” lies in the discrete set
at time is referred to as the
estimate maintained by
at
and we denote it as
;
state of
denote the discrete event-based time [31].
denote the set of iniLet
denote the initial estimate of
tial conditions of , where
generated by
. The agents in iteratively exchange
and update their states
information with their neighbors
via some fusion operator
. Here,
is an index set and
denotes the
pool of fusion operators used by all agents throughout the enuniquely
tire fusion process. Furthermore, an operator
and its neighbors that are being used
identifies the agent
for belief revision via . We are interested in two problems:
that can (a)
[P1] Determine a class of fusion operators
carry out belief revision robustly, and (b) generate a rational (i.e., meaningful) agreement among agents; and
[P2] Characterize agent interactions that will eventually
lead to a consensus among agents.

undergoes changes is when some
Note that the only time
updates its state. Accordingly,
refer
agent
to an event-based time, not necessarily to an absolute time reference. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that only
one agent updates its state at any given , and the sequence
satisfies
(see Fig. 1).
With the above in place, let us now formalize the iterative
belief revision process that takes place in a multi-agent system.
denote the sequence
Definition 9: Let
of indices identifying the fusion operator
that is
. Let
denote the mapping
“active” at
identifying the agent
that is being updated via
at
. Then, the belief revision process that takes place
at can be expressed as:

denotes a sequence of
with

Note that we have omitted the cases for which
is not up. By defining the
dated, for which
sequences
of -tuples, and
of elements of
, the belief
revision process can be expressed as given in Definition 9.
Definition 9 describes a very general belief revision process.
and the two sequences and . In fact,
It can be modeled via
our analysis is based on devising a pool of fusion operators that
is applicable for soft/hard fusion environments and characterizing and under which a belief revision process of the type
in Definition 9 converges.
C. Uncertainty Modeling for Agent States and Belief Revision

B. State Updates in a Multi-Agent System

Here,

identifies the operator
performing the state update at
, which in turn uniquely identifies the agent
that
is getting updated with the information received from its set of
.
neighbors
Example 2: Consider the multi-agent system
. Suppose the agents update their states via
, where
the pool of operators
,
,
,
,
and
. Take the initial conditions
as
. Consider the following
of
sequence of state updates:

-tuples

s.t.
.
Remark: Note that at a given time , only one agent state
gets updated and states of all other agents remain the same.

To understand convergence of belief revision processes in
complex fusion environments, we utilize DST notions for modeling agent states and the belief revision process.
1) State Models: Let us model
via a DST BoE
, for
. Thus,
can be expressed via any valid mass assignment on
.
This allows for a convenient representation of a wide variety
of data imperfections, including probabilistic uncertainties.
See Table II. Further, since the DST model is completely
specified by mass, belief, or plausibility values, depending
can be equivalently represented via
on the application,
, or
.
2) Belief Revision: To be able to study a wider array of application domains, we model belief revision via the conditional
update equation (CUE) proposed in [22], which provides a versatile belief revision mechanism that is applicable to multiple
fusion scenarios.
Definition 10 (Conditional Update Equation (CUE)): The
with the evidence in
CUE that updates
, is denoted as
, and
the corresponding belief function is given by
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TABLE II
DST MODELS FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF DATA IMPERFECTIONS [35]

where the CUE parameters

satisfy

Here,
denotes the sum over
.
CUE, which is a convex sum formulation of conditionals,
provides a robust mechanism for handling contradictory
evidence, vacuous evidence, evidence sources possessing
non-identical scopes of expertise, etc; uncertainty of the fused
provides
result given by
valuable information regarding the underlying uncertainties of
the fused result [22], [24], [36]. Moreover, the convex sum formulation is also consistent with the most widely used weighted
average view of consensus analysis [1].
3) Characteristics of Agent Interactions: The CUE paramand
provide the flexibility to model difeters
ferent belief revision scenarios. As we illustrate in the sections
to follow, convergence of multiple fusion scenarios can be analyzed in a unified setting via an appropriate parameterization.
We now provide some insight into CUE parameter selection
from a consensus perspective and refer the interested reader to
[22], [36] for a detailed discussion.
: Parameter
can capture
a) Selection of
towards changes, perhaps depending on
the flexibility of
the credibility of the incoming evidence and/or “inertia” of the
is suitable in
available evidence. For instance, a lower
has little or
the initial phase of evidence collection, when
no credible knowledge base to begin with. Another strategy is
inertia-based selection [36], where both existing and incoming
evidence are considered to be equally important.
: Parameters
are used for
b) Selection of
both “refining” and “weighing” incoming evidence. Here, we
immediately see two choices [22].
(b.1) Receptive CUE (rCUE): Choose
for all
s.t.
the condition in Definition 10 is satisfied. The rCUE
strategy weighs incoming evidence based on the support
that already exists in the source providing the evidence
for each focal element, which can be interpreted as the
source receiving evidence being receptive to incoming
evidence. Not surprisingly, rCUE has an interesting
Bayesian interpretation: it yields a weighted average of
the corresponding p.m.f.s (see Section III-C-4).
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(b.2) Cautious CUE (cCUE): Choose
for all
s.t.
the condition in Definition 10 is satisfied. The cCUE
strategy weighs incoming evidence based on the support
that already exists in the source receiving the evidence
for each focal element, which can be interpreted as the
source receiving evidence being cautious to incoming
evidence. Therefore, the focal elements of the updated
BoE are restricted to within itself and only refinements
is
are allowed, i.e., a new focal element
s.t.
.
created only if there exists a
This is characteristic of an agent who is being cautious
to incoming evidence due to high credibility of its existing knowledge. For instance, as we will discuss in the
following section, an opinion leader, or a highly reliable
, can be modeled as
estimate of the ground truth
an agent employing a cCUE strategy who allows only
refinement of the evidence it already has. Unlike previous
work on consensus analysis, the work in this paper can accommodate a cautious agent thus allowing us to establish
.
the relationship between the consensus and the
4) Probabilistic Case: A probabilistic assignment
which is consistent with the evidence
satisfy
.
in
Therefore, for probabilistic modeling (which only allows support to be assigned to singletons of , and not composite), we
.
have
Thus, DST state modeling encapsulates probabilistic
state models for which the CUE-based updates reduce to
, for
rCUE and
, for cCUE.
Remark: Note that rCUE reduces to a weighted average
of p.m.f.s. Therefore, rCUE belief revision in conjunction
with DST state models encapsulates the traditional weighted
average modeling approach of consensus. However, with the
cCUE, the agent state remains the same. This in fact makes
perfect sense—cCUE only allows refinements to originally cast
evidence, and no further refinements are possible with probabilistic modeling, since only singleton propositions possess
non-zero support.
5) Computational Complexity: A comparative quantitative
analysis of the complexity of our algorithm with existing algorithms is difficult because of the different agent state model
(viz., DST BoE) that we use. When the agent state (a DST
BoE or a p.m.f.) is cast as a real-valued vector, the computational complexity/requirements related to the exchange of information between agents of our algorithm is comparable to
those algorithms that employ a real-valued vector for their agent
states [4]–[8], [10]–[12], [14], [16]–[18], except of course the
major difference that we previously alluded to: the interaction
protocols that we can use are severely restricted because of the
restrictions placed on the agent state entries (viz., each entry
must be non-negative and all entries must sum to one). This
fundamental difference in our agent state model makes a reasonable comparison with existing works difficult. It would require
a carefully constructed analytical treatment and an appropriate
set of experiments which unfortunately could not be undertaken
within the page limitations.
The generality of our agent state model (viz., DST BoE)
offers an approach to study evidence updating and consensus
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dynamics in complex fusion environments where simpler
models may not suffice. But this capability comes at a compuindependent
tational cost because a general DST BoE has
mass assignments. The recent work in [25] (and the references
therein) offers a promising avenue to mitigate the associated
complexity. Another approach is to utilize simpler agent
models.
a) Dirichlet BoEs.: Dirichlet BoEs allow one to capture
DST’s ambiguity modeling capability with only a modest inindepencrease in cost. In standard probability, a p.m.f. has
.
dent probability assignments to the focal elements
A Dirichlet BoE augments these singleton focal elements with
only one additional focal element which allows one to capture complete ambiguity. When all the BoEs are Dirichlet, the
CUE in Definition 10 reduces to yield

for
for

(2)
i.e., the updated BoE remains Dirichlet. Comparing this with the
probabilistic case (see Section III-C-4), it is clear that the computational complexity of updating the Dirichlet BoE case with
singletons is comparable to the computational complexity of
singletons.
updating the probabilistic case with
b) Pignistic P.M.F.s.: At any stage of belief revision, one
can convert a DST BoE to its pignistic p.m.f. generated as
(3)
which possesses the property that
[37]. Of course, reverting back to a p.m.f.
is not reversible and evidence contained in non-singleton
propositions is completely lost.
D. Modeling of Agent Interactions
Both spatial and temporal coupling among agents play key
roles in the convergence characteristics of a multi-agent system.
1) Spatial Coupling: Spatial coupling among agents is best
described via a graph. Consider the state update that takes place
: the agent , where
, updates its
at time via
state by interacting with agents
. The rooted digraph
, with the vertex set
and the edge set
, represents unidirectional information flow from
to
via the
directed edge . Such a graph is referred to as an agent interaction topology (AIT) in [31]. The multi-agent system is said
to be fully-connected if
(i.e., all AITs used
throughout the belief revision process are fully-connected); otherwise the system is said to be partially-connected. Now, consider the set of all AITs used by agent
, i.e., the set of
graphs
. We
say that the multi-agent system is static, if
(i.e., each agent
uses a single AIT throughout the updating
process); otherwise, it is said to be dynamic.

Fig. 2. Spatial and temporal coupling of
as given in
can only capture the
Ex. 2. Note that (a) spatial coupling specified via
agents that are involved in a given iteration. In an asynchronous setup, agent
coupling alone cannot guarantee convergence. (a) Spatial coupling; (b) temporal
coupling.

2) Temporal Coupling: When the communication among
agents is asynchronous (e.g., when delays exists), spatial coupling alone is insufficient for convergence analysis. As illustrated in [27], the graph of an asynchronous iteration (see Definition 8) can be used to analyze temporal coupling among fusion
operators. Fig. 2 illustrate the spatial and temporal coupling (of
the corresponding asynchronous iteration; see Section V-A for
details) of agents in Example 2.
E. Social Networks: A Case Study
Convergence characteristics of information diffusion in a social network can be analyzed from a data fusion perspective,
where the agents, together with their interactions and communications, in a multi-agent system form a complex fusion environment. Preliminary work on the impact of temporal connectivity or temporal dynamics of communication on information
flow in social networks is explored in [38]. Underlying graph or
the spatial connectivity among agents in social networks have
been discovered to possess special patterns that characterizes
such networks. Some of the widely studied network topologies
include the following:
(a) Erdös-Rényi networks are mainly characterized by randomly formed agent connectivity, thus having no systematic patterns of interactions (e.g., a new group of friends).
The edge density
quantifies the connectivity
for no connectivity, and
for a fully-con(with
nected graph), where
(for a graph with vertices) characterizes a graph that consists of small groups
and isolated individuals [39].
(b) Small-world networks characterize social interactions
that are mostly local, but connected with some “longrange” interactions [40].
(c) Scale-free networks follow an inverse power law in the
number of connections per vertex. Such networks are
often formed when new agents “preferentially” attach
themselves to agents who are highly connected to other
agents. This is a common network topology for large
social networks, world-wide-web (WWW) and communication networks [41].
(d) Hierarchical networks or trees are characteristic of social interactions such as family trees, organization structures, etc., where there are edges between every vertex
pair such that no cycles or loops are formed [42].
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IV. PARACONTRACTIONS VIEW OF CONSENSUS
With the notions in Section II-C in place, one can view a
consensus state
in a multi-agent system as a common
fixed point of the pool of belief revision operators used by
agents. As we show in Section V, convergence of belief revision using a pool of (para)contractive operators that contains
common fixed points can then be established using convergence results on asynchronous iterations. However, from a
data fusion perspective, it is also important to adequately
understand the characteristics of belief revision operators that
yield a consensus state (if it is attained). We now derive a pool
of CUE-based belief revision operators that are guaranteed to
generate a rational consensus, and establish their contractive
properties. Let us proceed by formally defining consensus.
A. Consensus Notions
1) Consensus in a Fusion Environment: The word consensus
refers to a general agreement [43] among sources (e.g., a consensus of opinions among a jury pool), and has been adopted
in many sensor research/applications [4], [6], [9], [10], [11],
[14], [31] where an “agreement” among sensor measurements
is sought. Consensus, as applicable to a fusion environment, is
taken as follows.
Definition 11 (Consensus): Consider the multi-agent system
of adaptive agents that interact towards
collectively estimating . The initial conditions are taken as
. Each agent
iteratively updates its state
at
via some fusion operator
as identified by the sequences and .
Then, we say a consensus is reached among agents in , if
as
for all
, for some
norm
.
2) Rational Consensus: The seminal work in [1], which has
since become popular as the Lehrer-Wagner model of rational
consensus, espouses the weighted average as the basis for consensus formation. This constitutes the core of many consensus
related papers. However, in complex fusion environments that
are rife with data uncertainties, satisfying this requirement alone
is not sufficient towards generating a rational consensus. One reassuring property in a majority of soft/hard fusion environments
is the availability of ground truth
estimates. These estimates
are often vague, but highly reliable (e.g., prevailing threat
level estimates extracted via satellite imagery, initial hypotheses
of opinion leaders in a social network setting). Hence, we believe a more meaningful, or ‘rational’ consensus must satisfy
the following properties:
: it is based on a weighted average
: it is consistent with
when it is availof agent states [1];
able; and
: it converges to the
when it is known. More
formally, in terms of DST BoEs, these properties of a rational
consensus can be expressed as
Definition 12 (Rational Consensus): Let
and
denote the
and
, respectively. Let the BoE
denote a consensus state reached by the agents in
via some
belief revision process. We say
is rational if
(i)
is reached as some convergence point of weighted averages of
;
is a refinement of
when it is known (i.e., for all
(ii)
, there is a
s.t.
); and

Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of rational consensus. Clearly,
the form s.t.
for some
, where
is the
is an estimate of the
, we assume that
s.t.
is known; (c) Unknown
.
known; (b)

(iii)

, whenever

must take
. Since
. (a)
is

is known.

Fig. 3 illustrates the nature of a rational consensus as defined
in Definition 12.
As we will show presently, it turns out that a particular CUE
parameterization (see Section II-C-2) guarantees the formation
of a rational consensus as defined in Definition 12. We will also
show that, under certain mild conditions, this parameterization
is also contractive on
, which is a necessary condition for
convergence analysis under the umbrella of asynchronous iterations (see Theorems 3 and 4).
B. CUE-Based Paracontracting Pool of Operators
Consider the following CUE-based fusion operator.
Definition 13 (
Operator): Consider a set of BoEs
, that possibly contains
(i.e.,
, s.t.
, whenever
exists). Then,
the operator
that updates
with the evidence in
is defined via the CUE as
, where the CUE parameters are
given by

s.t.

, for

.
Note that the parameter choices are based on rCUE and cCUE
strategies: cCUE is used for updating the
, thus only allowing refinements on initial assignments; rCUE is used for the
other agents, so that they are receptive to information coming
from other agents.
definition allows the inclusion of multiple
in the mix as long as they are “consistent” (or do not
contradict) one another. We will address the exact requirements
for inclusion of multiple
after establishing the following
results.
Claim 5: The operator in Definition 13 has infinitely many
fixed points in
. Furthermore, if
, then for all
,
s.t.
or
.
Claim 5 establishes the fact that the operator
can in fact
generate a consensus, viz., some fixed-point in . Furthermore,
it also states that the consensus BoE will have a unique structure: any proposition (with non-zero support) will not contain
or be contained in any other proposition (see Fig. 4 for a set
theoretic interpretation). Therefore, consensus BoEs will only
contain propositions that do not allow further refinements. However, such propositions need not be singletons.
Remark: Note, that this scenario is not important in pure
probabilistic assignments, since all propositions with non-zero
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Fig. 4. The structure of consensus BoEs. Shaded and non-shaded objects rep,
, 2, repreresent singleton and composite propositions, respectively.
, 2, are example that cannot
sent two examples of fixed points of ; ,
; (b)
; (c)
; (d)
.
be fixed points of . (a)

support are elements of (i.e.,
). However, in the case of partial probability specifications (as allowed
in DST), BoEs are allowed to contain composite propositions
(i.e.,
) to represent uncertainty. Claim 5 establishes that,
even under this case, consensus can only contain propositions
that cannot be further refined. The assurance that the generated
consensus state will be the ‘most’ refined as allowed by evidence is in fact a useful observation especially in the case of
soft/hard fusion environments, where soft sources often provide
vague evidence (hence composite propositions).
C. Reaching a Consensus
With Claim 5 in place, we are now in a position to define
a DST consensus protocol (i.e., a scheme that can generate
a consensus via iterative belief revision) for complex fusion
environments.
Definition 14: Let
be a multi-agent
system, where agent states and the initial conditions are given
via
, and
, respectively. Then, for an operator se, a DST asynchronous consensus
quence
protocol on
is given via

Here,

denotes a sequence of -tuples
with
s.t.
, where
.
Remark: All agents
start off with the initial states
and update their states in the sequence specified via . The
state updating process will take the following form:
(i) The BoE of an agent which is not a
will receive all
the focal elements from its neighbors, i.e.,
of
, via neighbor set
will have
an agent
;
(ii) The BoE of an agent having a
will only receive “new”
focal elements that are “refinements” to its existing focal
set, i.e.,
iff
s.t.
. After sufficient number of initial iterations, (ii.a)
all agents who do not possess a
will have received
focal elements of all other agents directly or indirectly
(i.e., via another agent who has updated its state with other
agents); and (ii.b) all agents who possess a
will have
received all focal elements from all other agents that are
a refinement to initial state.

We now show that the iteration operators
, of the
form in Definition 14 are paracontractive on
. This sets the
foundation for CUE-based consensus analysis.
Claim 6: When used in an iteration of the form Definition 14,
the
operator in Definition 13 is paracontractive on
w.r.t.
where
.
the -norm
Another result which is necessary for reaching a consensus
state under the iterations given in Definition 14 is
Claim 7: Let
denote the pool of
operators enumerated via the index set
for updating agents in with initial conditions
. Then, the pool
contains common-fixed points
under following conditions.
(i)
only contains operators corresponding to at most one
agent having access to a
.
(ii) If
contains operators corresponding to more than one
; then, the initial conditions
agent having access to
of such agents are s.t.
for
or
, for all
.
which
Proof: Part (i) immediately follows from Claim 5, since
of the form
any fixed point of operators corresponding to
given in Claim 5 are fixed-points of all other operators.
For part (ii) notice that BoE of an agent having a
will
only receive “new” focal elements that are “refinements” to its
existing focal set, i.e.,
iff
s.t.
. Now, given all BoEs corresponding to
have
initial conditions
are s.t.
for
or
for all
, any fixed-point
which
of the form given in Caim 5 s.t. all
is contained
in some
s.t. common to
for all initial conditions
corresponding to
. Then, the claim follows since such
fixed-points are also common to all other operators in .
This claim establishes the conditions which leads to consensus state generation via the iteration in Definition 14 using
the pool
of fusion operators. Hereinafter, we assume that the
satisfies the conditions regarding multiple
initial conditions
.
The belief revision process given in Definition 14 employs
fusion operators from . Thus the Claims 5, 6, and 7 on fixedpoints and contractive properties in
are satisfied. In fact, we
now have
Claim 8: A consensus BoE generated via the protocol in Definition 14 is a rational consensus (Definition 12).
Proof: Claim is easily established by utilizing CCT and
fusion properties of CUE.
Claim 8 guarantees the ability of the iteration in Definition
14 to generate a rational consensus in complex fusion environments. However, convergence of belief revision in such environments is governed by the properties of fusion operators as
well as the characteristics of agent interactions (i.e., and ).
Let us now study the conditions on the sequences and that
will guarantee convergence.
V. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF A CUE-BASED POOL
Now that we have established the ability of CUE-based fusion
operators to generate a rational consensus, in this section, we
make use of Theorems 3 and 4 to explore the criteria (viz., the
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conditions on and ) that will guarantee convergence of CUEbased belief revision under several network topologies.
A. Belief Revision Process as an Asynchronous Iteration
In an asynchronous iteration as given in Definition 6, at index
,
is updated via an operator
. However, in
a consensus setup, at index , state of agent
,
is updated via
. However, the equivalence of these two
iterations can be easily established as shown in [31]. The idea
behind this simple transformation is to renumber the sequences
and in such a manner that the vector
being updated at
via
is equivalent to updating
via
at some
(note that, having
is irrelevant
index , where
as long as
). We provide the relevant transformation as
given in [31].
Step 1) Renumber
, in such a manner that
in Definition 9 are upall the components
dated at time
, i.e.,
(4)
Step 2) Write all initial conditions as vector multiples of
(identity matrix) and set
, and renumber the elements for which
in the same way for
and
.
Step 3) Generate the asynchronous iteration
with

where is a sequence of
given by

(5)
-tuples with elements
(6)

and
consists of
.
is equivalent
Now, the asynchronous iteration
to the belief revision process in Definition 9 in the sense that
(7)
B. Verification of Convergence
We now establish the conditions that allow us to use
Theorem 3. A result in [31] that can be used to simplify the
conditions for a confluent iteration in Definition 8 is
be the asynchronous itLemma 9: [31] Let
eration in (7). Consider any trajectory of
along
the sequence of AITs
. Suppose this sequence
is repeatedly jointly rooted, and satisfies the following assumptions:
(i) Agent
always uses its own latest state to update its
current state, i.e.,
for all
with
;
(ii) is regulated; and
, for some
.
(iii)
Then,
is confluent.
Remarks: (a) Theorem 3 states that, if
is a finite paracontracting pool with common fixed-points, then a confluent asynchronous iteration
converges to some common
. We have already established the existence
fixed point of
of common fixed points and paracontracting properties of the

CUE-based pool via Claims 6 and 7. Therefore, if
(or equivalently ) is finite, then convergence criteria can be derived by
deriving conditions that satisfy conditions for confluent iterations as given in Lemma 9.
(b) In the case of an infinite operator pool, one can make use
of Theorem 4 for establishing convergence. For instance, in belief revision scenarios, it is common to use relative distance for
‘weighing’ the incoming evidence. In this case, the parameters
corresponding to the update
(8)
will usually take the form
, thus
potentially leading to an infinite pool of operators. However,
given the continuity of CUE-based fusion (which directly follows from the continuity of DST belief functions), a finite pool
that is approximated by such an infinite pool
can be easily derived (by showing that there exists a null sequence
and a sequence
s.t.
; see Definition 5). Now, if the initial
conditions in such a pool are made to satisfy
as given in
Theorem 4, we can again utilize the conditions on confluent iterations to study convergence. Therefore, without loss of generality, we focus our analysis to a finite pool
of CUE-based
operators that contains common fixed points.
Now we use the equivalence of iterated belief revision in
a consensus setup and asynchronous iterations along with
Lemma 9 for convergence analysis of CUE-based belief revision under several network configurations.
1) Synchronous, Fully-Connected Network: This represents
perhaps the simplest multi-agent system, where each agent is
connected to all the other agents and information is exchanged
without any iteration delay (i.e.,
). In this
case, iterated belief revision in Definition 14 reduces to
.

(9)

Claim 10: If is regulated, the iterated belief revision in (9)
converges.
Proof: Given that is regulated, we first prove that the
equivalent iteration
in (9) is confluent. Clearly,
is repeatedly jointly rooted.
the sequence of AITs
(a) Each agent
, uses its latest state for the
update; (b)
is regulated; and (c)
, for all
.
is confluent. Now,
So, Lemma 9 yields that
according to Theorem 3, the iteration in (9) converges.
2) Synchronous, Static, Partially-Connected Network: Here,
agents communicate without iteration delays (i.e.,
)
with (at least one) partially connected AIT that does not change
over time (e.g., hierarchical, static scale-free, networks). Therefore, some agents cannot communicate with others. In this case,
the consensus protocol in Definition 14 reduces to

(10)
Claim 11: If is regulated, iterated belief revision in (10)
converges as long as the graph union of AITs of all agents is
connected.
Proof: Consider the equivalent iteration
of (10). Since, graph union of AITs is connected and each
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agent uses its own latest state for updating, the sequence of
AITs
are repeatedly jointly rooted. Similar to the case of
a synchronous fully-connected network, clearly assumptions
(i) and (iii) of Lemma 9 are satisfied. Hence,
is confluent according to Lemma 9. Thus, the iteration in (10)
converges.
3) Synchronous, Dynamic, Partially-Connected Network:
Here, agents communicate without iteration delays (i.e.,
), and with (at least one) partially connected AITs
that change over time (e.g., Erdös-Rényi, ad-hoc, networks).
This setup is similar to the above, except that the neighbor set
of agents change over time. In this case, iterated belief revision
in Definition 14 reduces to

(11)
where
. As above, if is regulated, the
iteration in (11) will converge whenever the AITs
,
of the network are repeatedly jointly rooted.
4) Asynchronous, Fully-Connected Network: Here, each
agent is connected to all the other agents, but the information
exchange is asynchronous (or has delays) (i.e.,
).
In this case, iterated belief revision in Definition 14 reduces to

.
(12)
Claim 12: If is regulated, iterated belief revision in (12)
are finite.
converges whenever the iteration delays
Proof: Consider the equivalent iteration
of (10). Since the network is fully-connected, the sequence of AITs
, are repeatedly jointly rooted.
satisfies the assumptions (i) and
Clearly,
(ii) of Lemma 9. Thus, if the iteration delays given by
, are finite, then
according to Lemma 9, belief revision in (12) converges.
Remark: Similar results can be obtained for asynchronous,
dynamic, and partially-connected networks. In this case, similar
to the cases we have studied above, one needs to impose conditions to guarantee adequate coupling among agents to reach
a consensus. Given that the pool
of CUE-based operators
is paracontractive on
(under the conditions on
), the belief revision given in Definition 14 is capable of generating a
rational consensus in any network setup as long as these coupling conditions are satisfied. In the analysis of an arbitrary network topology, one needs to make sure that it satisfies Lemma
9; and, then the convergence is automatically guaranteed via
Theorem 3.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
Here we study the convergence behavior of the proposed
CUE-based belief revision under several network topologies,
and highlight several key points as we have discussed earlier.
All experiments were carried out on Matlab (version 2013b,
licensed to University of Notre Dame du lac, Notre Dame,
IN). The codes were written to simulate the iteration process
without approximations or optimizations.

A. Setup
We generate a multi-agent system that consists of 100 agents,
where each agent has an initial belief on the phenomenon
whose truth lies in
.
1) Initially Cast Evidence: The initial conditions of the
multi-agent system given by
, are generated as ‘noisy’ versions of
,
which represent five (5) imperfect sources of evidence whose
masses are given by:

Then,

, is generated as follows: (a)
; (b)
, where
is Gaussian distributed
with 0 mean and 0.1 variance; and finally, (c) renormalize
s.t.
. These initial conditions
mimic a scenario where agents have received information from
several sources (5 in this case) and have developed their own
subjective beliefs.
2) Agent Interactions: We employ 8 spatial configurations
(both static and dynamic) and convergence is studied under both
synchronous (i.e., without delays) and asynchronous (i.e., with
delays) updates. The resulting configurations are:

Here, agent interactions corresponding to scale-free, smallworld and Erdös-Rényi topologies were created using network
generators simulating the link formations mechanisms as given
in [39], [40], [44], respectively. For each topology, dynamic
agent interactions were generated by sampling from a pool of
10 static networks. Asynchronous communications were simulated from the same spatial configurations, where the state updates were delayed according to a delay sequence that was
generated as an accumulation of uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers generated at each iteration, i.e.,
, where
.
B. Characteristics of CUE-Based Iterations
We now study several interesting features of the CUE-based
iterated belief revision. Except for Fig. 8, we only show the
results for configuration C1 (i.e., fully-connected, static and no
delays). In all the plots, the -axis denotes the iteration .
: A very important feature of the pro1) Convergence to
posed CUE-based consensus protocol is its ability to drive the
consensus state towards a rational consensus (in the sense of
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Fig. 5. Convergence of state of
under different
. Mass
apsupports the two propositions
pears on the -axis. Initially cast evidence for
and
only. (a) When
: the consensus does not further refine
. (b) When
: the consensus refines
and generates
as the consensus. (a)
; (b)
.

Fig. 6. Convergence behavior of
under an infinite pool of CUE operaappears on the -axis. Note the initially cast evidence for
tors. Mass
only support the two propositions
and
. While consensus states are
; (b)
.
similar to Fig. 5, convergence rate is slower. (a)

Definition 12). So, the consensus is guaranteed to be a refine, when such information is available. Fig. 5 shows
ment of a
under two cases: (a)
:
the convergence of agent
The initially cast evidence of agent
does not support either
proposition
or
. Therefore, the consensus offers no fur. (b)
: In this case, the
ther refinement of
initial beliefs of
are further refined, as the proposition
is supported by the initial conditions. Therefore, the consensus
state reached by the CUE-based iteration is a refinement of
.
This is an extremely useful feature when sensor credibility is
unavailable—the converged state does not contradict or invalidate the integrity of the existing knowledge base. A rational
consensus can also be used to estimate sensor credibility [30].
2) Convergence With an Infinite Pool of Fusion Operators: In the absence of sensor reliability and/or credibility of
evidence, an intuitive technique for belief revision involves
weighting the incoming evidence based on its “distance” to the
BoE that is updated, i.e., in updating , (in Definition 13)
are chosen s.t.
. This would essentially lead to
an infinite pool of fusion operators. However, as the iteration
progresses, it is easy to see that such a pool approximates a
finite pool where the
of fusion operators corresponding to
each agent are constant. Fig. 6 shows the convergence behavior
s. Notice that in each
of this scheme under two different
case, the convergence time has increased, but the consensus
.
state is still consistent with the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of convergence rates (as seen from
) for
the DST BoE, Dirichlet BoE, and the pignistic p.m.f. models. (a) Convergence rate is compared with the consensus of each model. (b) Converged rate
is compared with the consensus the DST BoE. (a) w.r.t. consensus of approx.
BoE; (b) w.r.t. consensus of DS BoE.

Fig. 8. Consensus formation (as seen from
). (a) Synchronous
configurations. (b) Asynchronous configurations. The small-world configurations (i.e., C3, C7, C3d, C7d) appear to take the longest time for convergence.
(a) C1–C8; (b) C1d–C8d.

3) Convergence Rate Comparison: Here we compare the
convergence rates under three complexity levels of uncertainty
modeling: the general DST BoE versus Dirichlet BoE and the
pignistic p.m.f. Given the agent BoE , we generate (a) the
Dirichlet BoE
by keeping all singleton masses the same
and allocating all non-singleton masses to
; and (b)
the pignistic p.m.f.
via the pignistic transformation (see
Section III-C-5). In Fig. 7, the comparison is done with the
consensus reached by each model. So, the final error necessarily
approaches zero, although the consensus state of each model
may not be identical.
C. Convergence in Complex Fusion Environments
Here, we use configurations C1–C8 and C1d–C8d to study
the convergence behavior of the proposed CUE-based belief revision under different agent interaction topologies.
Fig. 8 shows the variation of
for each configuration as the system evolves. Notice that the networks show
somewhat similar pattern in convergence irrespective of the
presence of communication delays. For both the synchronous
and asynchronous cases, the small-world configurations (i.e.,
C3, C7, C3d, C7d)—which are characterized by high clustering and short path lengths—appear to take the longest time
for convergence.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We examine the important problem of consensus formation
among agents whose states are modeled as DST BoEs. Both
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asynchronous networks and situations where the link structure
are dynamic are accounted for by utilizing the framework of
asynchronous iterations of paracontracting operators. The DST
agent model provides significant flexibility: p.m.f. agent models
can be accommodated as a special case, and the DST model allows for capturing the types of imperfections and nuances that
one encounters in soft evidence. So, this work is ideally suited
to study opinion and consensus dynamics in social networks.
An important consequence of the proposed DST belief revision is its ability to generate a rational consensus, implying that
the consensus reached can be used to estimate agent credibility
(even when the ground truth is partially known or unknown).
The simulation results for a representative sample of common
network configurations demonstrate the validity of the approach
and the results obtained.

So,
, s.t.
. The result follows
from the fact that
for all
s.t.
according
to the CCT. This completes the proof of Claim 5.
B. Proof of Claim 6
, representing
Consider a set of BoEs
the agent states after sufficiently large number of iterations s.t.
for
and
for all others.
Let
be arbitrary. We need to prove that
, or otherwise
. Now, the claim is trivial for
. Let us proceed as follows to show the
other case.
Let
, for
. For any
,

APPENDIX
A. Proof of Claim 5
1) Part 1: First, we need to show that there are infinitely
many
s.t.
. To proceed, construct a BoE
, with
s.t.
,
, satisfying
or
. Such a BoE exists
because
for any arbitrary
satisfies this condition. Now, we have
, for any arbitrary
s.t.
. Furthermore,
by construction, we have
, for all
s.t.
and
, where both facts immediately
follow from the CCT (Theorem 2).
Now, let
, where
.
Then, for any
, we have

Therefore, we get
and
.
Hence
. However,
is arbitrary and there
are infinitely many
satisfying the above construction.
Hence,
has infinitely many fixed points.
Part 2: Let
be arbitrary. We need to show that
s.t.
or
, for all
. Now,
the mass function for any arbitrary
corresponding to
is given by

(13)
, we must also have

Since

(14)
Now, consider
. From Claim 5, we have
s.t.
or
, for all
. Therefore, from (13), we
must have

(15)
and
for any
. Also, for all

s.t.

, since

,

since
from

This implies that
. For any
we get

s.t.

satisfying

, since
,

since
Therefore,

(16)
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From (15) and (16), we get

(17)
Similarly, we can also show that
(18)

Now, for an update of

, use (17) to show that

This implies that
Similarly, use (18) to show that
, holds true for an update of
pletes the proof.

.
. This com-
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